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One of the many criticisms that have been leveled in this letter over the years is that 
we are prone to the use of long and obscure words, We have no apology for this. We are • 

. '""'" -oy circumstarices. compelled to-produce 'some'-800'worcts-of-the-Engltsh language"'""Elach"Cweek, - -:" -=-
and we like to think that we have gained. in the process. some appreciation of the versatility 
of that language (There are. for example. about twice as many words available in English as 
there are in French or German). We see no reason why we should not utilize all the diverse 
weapons available in this arsenal. 

The above is by way of introduction to the subject of this piece. which is anthropomor
phism. Webster defines it as "an interpretation of what is not human or personal in terms of 
human or personal characteristics." We became ourselves victims of this practice on our recent 
Antarctic vacation as we walked among flocks of penguins. These little birds may be the most 
lovable of all animals precisely because they resemble nothing more than silly. awkward little 
fat men wearing tuxedos. 

There exists an not-uncommon inclination among financial writers to anthropomorphize 
the stock market. This often takes the form of presenting it as a continual war between two 
sets of contending forces. identified respectively as bulls and bears. One of our respected 
colleagues. indeed. heads each issue of his letter with cartoon figures of a bull and a bear. 
each drawn with distinctively human characteristics. This view of the market. as a continuing 
battleground between contending armies. has some degree of justification in early history. It 
is impossible to read about the exploits of the Goulds and Livermores. or the organized armies 
of professional market manipulators. without gaining the impression that the stock market was. 
at one point. just such a battleground. The poor investor. in those bad old days. must have 
felt like a peasant who was unfortunate enough to have a war being fought back and forth 
across his farm. 

Every once in a while. even today, a market emerges in which the battleground analogy 
___ appearJLespecially~ap.t .. -M.o_d_e.l'n day.,Jlcarfare., we have learned., moreover. tends to' be.of the 

guerrilla variety. and this analogy, also. app'ears appropriate for the present day. How else. 
for example. to visualize the action of April 12th? For most of that day. we saw a market 
lazing along sleepily. Suddenly. an ambush by bullish forces drove the Dow up 20-plus points 
in an hour and a half on extraordinary volume. The surprise attack remained successful until 
early the following morning. At that point. it was equally easy to visualize the bear forces 
regrouping and driving prices sharply lower the next day. A miniature version of the same 
attack and repulse occurred on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. 

This view of NYSE trading as a battle to take and retake territory can be extended to 
some of the basic precepts of technical analysis. As opposing forces sweep back and forth 
over the same ground. battle lines become defined. Technical work has recognized this fact 
from its earliest days and has attached great significance to upside and downside breakouts 
from long trading ranges. just as the military tends to recognize the significance of a decisive 
penetration through a long-held enemy front. In today's market. for instance. it is fairly easy 
to see the army of bulls having dug their trenches at the 1130 level on the Dow with the bear 
front line existing at around 1190. 

Many years ago. this sort of information might have had the status of a military secret. 
known only to the professional intelligence corps of market technicians. However. in today's 
environment. the location of the two opposing battle lines is well known to anyone who looks 
at the daily chart in the Wall Street Journal. At some point or another. one of the two lines 
will be breached. We confess we would have a greater belief in the validity of an upside 
breakout. since it would be in accord with our present scenario of an intermediate-term 
correction which should. before too long. come to an end. We do not. however. regard a move 
to new lows as an unlikely possibility. nor would we view it as necessarily disproving this 
scenario· ..... Such a' move might well be the last push by the bearish forces prior to their 
finally running out of ammunition. 
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